R
1 Review
11/19/2016
5.0
Wedding Date: Saturday 11/19/16
Over the past 3 years Matt and I have been to at least 10 different wedding receptions but they all
seemed like the SAME ONE. The DJs all played the same old songs, cracked the same corny
jokes, and forced guests into the same tired conga lines. We knew that since we wanted a
reception different from all the previous ones, finding the right DJ who reflected our tastes and
styles was crucial. Fred clearly explained that his job was to present OUR vision of the perfect
reception and not his. He listened carefully and gave us some great tips to personalize our
ballroom and advice with timing and table layout / seating chart. The lapel microphones that he
provided worked perfectly and didn't ruin the pictures like a mike on a stand would have. Fred
programmed all of our requests in a playlist for cocktail hour. His opening salutation in Spanish
and English was a real plus and made Matt's grandparents feel especially welcome. Some of the
Spanish names would have given an ordinary DJ some trouble but DJ Fred handled the
pronunciations with ease. Dinner music was an excellent mix of our list and his songs that fit the
mood perfectly. Once the dancing started, the room caught fire and Fred played infectious dance
sets without yelling things on the mike or trying to hog the spotlight. We could NEVER have had
such an amazing reception with anyone else. DJ Fred was distinguished and classy and still
rocked the house! Thanks, Fred!!!
Category: DJ

Alicia
1 Review
11/12/2016
5.0
We couldn't have asked for a more perfect wedding reception. So much of a reception's success
is due to the entertainment so we knew our choice was very important. DJ Fred was given
complete control over the music (the only instruction: nothing 'corny') and he delivered BIG
TIME. Family members that I have never before seen on a dance floor were sweating by the end
of the night because of his awesome mix. He never hogged the spotlight, tried to force people to
dance, or made the party about him. He made the reception fun, unique, and classy and we give
him FOUR thumbs up! Thanks, DJ FRED!!!

Category: DJ

Sue
1 Review
10/22/2016
5.0
Fred was so reliable and responsive! He always answered his phone and replied to emails right
away. He accommodated our every request. I gave him a small playlist and described what we
wanted, and he took it from there. With all the details we had to plan, it was so great to have Fred
handle that portion of things and work his music magic! Everyone loved the music!
Category: DJ

Harry
2 Reviews
10/15/2016
5.0
Fred Hart is an excellent DJ! I am a music geek so it was tough to "hand over the reins". To
anyone. I think Fred got that early on and respected our game plan. He understood exactly what
we were looking for and executed it beautifully. Still getting feedback about "how good our DJ
was" and "how it was great to see so many people dancing". Even folks we never expected :-)
Big kudos and thanks Fred!
Category: DJ

kim
2 Reviews
10/15/2016
5.0

We could not be more pleased that we booked Fred Hart Entertainment for our recent wedding
on 10/15/16. Fred was the consummate professional right from the start. He contacted us
immediately after we inquired about his services and spent about an hour with us on the phone
asking numerous questions to ensure he knew what our vision was for our wedding day. He
provided us with all of the resources and guidance we needed in order to perfect our plan- he
even sent us a very organized master list of his music catalog and asked us to highlight the
various songs or genres that we wanted to hear so that he could make sure this was our vision
and not just him compiling a playlist for the night. We told Fred that we wanted people on the
dance floor all night long and he did not disappoint!! The playlist flowed well, he kept the beat
going & interjected a few slow/romantic songs just at the right moment. Our guests are still
raving about how wonderful our DJ was and how much fun they had at our wedding because of
the vibe and atmosphere that he was able to provide for us. I would highly recommend utilizing
Fred Hart Entertainment for your wedding (or any other event). He's the BEST!
Category: DJ
Services Used: Consultation, Do-Not-Play List, MC, One Event Per Day, Microphones, Sound/PA System,
Uplighting

Tom
2 Reviews
09/01/2016
4.9
My fiance and I made numerous calls in our search for a DJ to power our classy indoor/outdoor
quaint rustic wedding. Most of the DJ's we called seemed to prefer spin top-40 hits at our
wedding in an attempt to subtly force their idea of a good wedding, or their idea of what worked
for them in the past. All wanted to show up with sub-woofers, a bushel of lasers and fire/fog
breathing dragons. In our case the event was held in a three hundred year old historical landmark,
the crowd was a bit older and a bit more sophisticated and we had very specific ideas about what
we wanted to hear.
We had an hour long chat with Fred about our vision for the event. We shared with Fred our
playlist and preference for ambient lounge type tunes for cocktail hour (such as Kygo, Lana Del
Ray), then a more classy vibe for dinner (Etta James, Sam Cooke, Sinatra) and then more dance
friendly crowd favorites for after dinner. We also tapped Fred's extensive experience with these
events to put together the timeline of the evening, speaking with him multiple times before the
event. We also asked him to make all announcements and serve as master of ceremony of sorts.
A nice touch was Fred meeting me outside of the venue to introduce himself and ask about the
proper pronunciation of important tongue twister last names, as well as the proper pronunciation
of various foreign songs chosen for the parent dances (and actually delivering on their
pronunciation).

Finally a DJ that listened and played exactly what we wanted to preserve the vibe we had in
mind, but also had the experience to read the crowd and get people dancing later in the evening.
notes:
-very comfortable performing master of ceremony duties in addition to spinning music
-listened
-professional and reserved if you need him to be but knows how to get the crowd going
Category: DJ

Rachel
1 Review
07/30/2016
5.0
Hiring Fred for our wedding was one of the best decisions we could have made.He was
PERFECT.In every aspect he surpassed our expectations and helped make our wedding as
perfect as it could be. Without him our wedding definitely wouldn't have been the same. In
thebeginning we had a miscommunication on the location of the venue. He believed that it was a
venue in jersey, however it was in Kentucky. We thought we just lost the opportunity to have
him DJ our wedding, but to our surprise he said it wouldn't be a problem. He ended up buying a
plane ticket and found a DJ out of Owensboro that he could hire to use the equipment.Once we
made the decision to hire him it was extremely easy to contact him and ask some questions. He
was always so quick to respond and always a huge help. When it came closer to the wedding and
it was time to choose our music we really had no idea what songs to choose, there were so many
choices. He was very helpful by sending top charts of all the different categories we would need.
And in the end we just chose the main songs (first dances, ceremonial precessional and
recessional, and the cake cutting song) and he chose everything else for us. So, leading up to the
wedding he was overall fantastic!
Now onto the wedding. He got there in enough time to attend the rehearsal dinner which I though
was great as well. That way he got a feel for the place and could see if the place we chose for
him to set up was good enough. It was wonderful getting to meet him and talk with him in person
before the wedding. And he was so nice in person as well and just really great. The timing of all
the songs were great and he really helped keep us on the timeline we made. The love story
couldn't have been more perfect he had the attention of everybody and it added so much to it.
Also, Fred split our payments into 4 so that really helped us out! He was incredible, I can't
recommend him enough to anybody that wants a great wedding experience. You won't regret it!
Category: DJ

Mike
1 Review
06/17/2016
5.0
Fred was recommended by my facility, wedding planner, AND photographer so hiring him was a
no brainer. He was always available to consult with me on wedding related issues: arranging
tables in the ballroom, creating an efficient timeline, selecting all of the songs for the special
dances / events, and even helping us narrow down the long list of hors d'oeuvres. We also chose
the LOVE STORY which told the details of our first meeting, first date, and proposal. It was so
fun to hear him share everything and to see the responses of our friends and family. It was funny,
emotional, and very unique. He took every song from my playlist and fit them in at just the right
time to keep everyone dancing and having a great time. He was awesome! You can't go wrong
with DJ Fred!!
Category: Ceremony Music, DJ, Entertainer, Unique Services (Other)

Matthew
1 Review
06/04/2016
5.0
Fred was perfect. We had very particular songs we wanted played and he accommodated us by
meticulously sifting through our playlists. Every song played on cue and he knew how to get
people on the floor to dance. He was well dressed and well spoken and really set our minds at
ease through the entire planning process. This is the DJ you want.
Category: DJ

Kris
1 Review
05/16/2016
5.0

My sister used DJ Fred for her wedding in 2010 so hiring him was a "no brainer". He knew how
to make my wedding elegant and fun and delivered everything as promised. THANKS DJ
FRED!!!
Category: DJ

Michelle
1 Review
05/05/2016
5.0
My wedding day was far beyond my highest expectations. DJ Fred was a total pro. From staying
on constant contact leading up to the wedding through my NUMEROUS emails, texts, and calls,
he was always willing to guide and advise with any question I had in planning. We were
completely comfortable with his expert assistance which made us very confident that he was the
right choice. I was an extreme control freak over the music playlist and he gave me the assurance
that he'd follow my instructions to the letter. All of my songs were played with other great dance
tunes that he mixed in which kept the energy going all night and keeping my guests on the dance
floor until the last dance of the evening. Fred's great music knowledge, skill at reading the
crowd, elegant presence, polished microphone style, and soothing / commanding voice were the
perfect complement to the elegant wedding I wanted. THANKS FRED!
Category: DJ

Ben
1 Review
02/06/2016
5.0
Professional and FUN. From our first meeting right up through our wedding night we could not
have been happier with our choice of Fred as the DJ for our wedding. He was extremely
responsive throughout the process, completely open to all of our requests and helpful with
suggestions throughout our planning. We could tell right from the start that we could give him
the basic outline of what we were looking for for our wedding and he had the experience to make
that happen, but what we ended up with was even better than we could have imagined.
Throughout the whole process he knew exactly when to share his professional judgement and
when to be flexible with our requests, which made for a truly classy, but still personal

experience. He did a great job keeping everything flowing nicely and was extremely flexible
with our on the fly timing changes during the reception, he even had some perfect on the spot
suggestions that greatly improved the garter/bouquet toss. On top of all that, his playlist fit our
crowd perfectly - the dance floor was packed from song 1 right through the end of the night. We
could not recommend Fred more highly.
Category: DJ

Christie
3 Reviews
03/21/2015
5.0
Fred did an amazing job at my wedding last month. His professionalism, timeliness and attention
to detail were second to none. He made the music/lighting portion of the planning process a
breeze and was always available if I had any follow up questions. Additionally, when I
mentioned that I wanted to have a confetti shower during the last song, he was 100% on it and
made sure it would happen. He did an excellent job of making or reception flow seamlessly and
had everyone up on their feet dancing- I have gotten a number of complements on this from my
guests. I highly recommend using Fred if you are looking for great service and someone who
will create a great time for your guests!
Category: DJ

Private User
2 Reviews
2+ years ago
5.0
Fred did an amazing job at our wedding just over a week ago at Holly Hedge Estate! Everybody
was on the dance floor the entire night! Additionally, our videographer could not make the event
last minute (right before the ceremony started), so I was upset that we would not have video
footage. Fred put me at ease at the start of the reception when he told me his assistant would take
footage and put it together for us since the videographer was not going to make it! Just days
later, the thumb drive was in my mailbox. He went above and beyond! Cannot thank Fred
enough and would definitely recommend him!
Category: DJ

Katie
1 Review
12/20/2014
5.0
Fred kept the dance floor packed all night and always kept the spotlight on me and Jeff. His
distinctive presence was the perfect complement to the elegant atmosphere that I wanted at my
reception. He is obviously dedicated to his craft and has mastered every aspect of a wedding
reception completely. What I most appreciated was his voice and style on the microphone - it
was clear, precise, and natural. He never tried to force a phony hyped up persona, just cool, calm,
and very professional. I highly recommend him if you want a fun but still classy DJ.
Category: DJ

Jennifer
1 Review
11/07/2014
4.9
DJ Fred was fantastic! We had our wedding in November at the Stroudsmoor Country Inn and
everyone had a great time. The dance floor was packed the whole time! I highly recommend.
Category: DJ

Susan
6 Reviews
10/12/2014
5.0
DJ Fred hosted at another friend's wedding, and we loved his work so much we knew that he was
the first person we wanted to interview to be our DJ! Well, he ended up being the only person we
interviewed, his presentation was so impressive. He is the heart of professionalism--well dressed,
well prepared, and always responsive. He even offered help with planning other aspects of our

wedding should we need it. Having worked with other vendors who were less easy to reach, I
very much appreciated this. Not only that, his work on the day of was perfect. We just stood
back and let him choose all the music and I am still getting compliments on how good it was.
Everyone also loved the unique "love story" he presented at the beginning of the reception,
essentially the story of how we met and got engaged. Overall we couldn't be happier!
Category: DJ

Anne
9 Reviews
2+ years ago
5.0
DJ Fred MADE our wedding reception. We knew from our first meeting that DJ Fred had the
feeling of elegance and sophistication, while still being fun - that was exactly what we were
looking for. We opted for the Love Story, which had guests laughing, crying, and cheering. Our
dance floor was filled the entire night, and you could feel the energy in the room. Fred was in
contact with us throughout our year long planning process, checking in to let us know we were
on his radar and he was always there to assist. The next morning all of our guests had nothing but
amazing things to say about Fred and how wonderful he was. He is truly a class act. Even our
wedding planner wrote me an email to comment on how wonderful he was and how much she
enjoyed the Love Story and that it was a wonderful, personal touch. If you are looking for a
personal, elegant feeling, while still having a full dance floor - DJ Fred is your man.
Category: DJ

Nanette
1 Review
10/04/2014
5.0
I couldn't imagine my wedding day without DJ Fred. He absolutely saved the day! First, the
musicians that I hired for the ceremony didn't show up and without my even asking him, Fred
had a speaker playing the same classical selections that the trio was supposed to play. The
reverend came and thought that the hotel was setting up a microphone and speaker (so he didn't
bring his own) and again Fred stepped in without pause to provide the equipment. The ceremony
was flawless and only started 5 minutes late. Fred wound up giving directions to the trio when
they called (I gave him my phone) so at least they made the cocktail hour.
His relaxed demeanor helped me de-stress and his calming presence helped me to focus on the

joy of the moment and all that was positive and kept me from crying in frustration. He talked me
off the ledge AND THEN SOME!
After the bringing the ceremony back from the brink, he continued to shine. The large bridal
party (14 couples) was very easily lined up by his leadership and instructed with his impressive
voice. We were introduced, he shared our 'love story' with everyone (a HUGE hit), and all of the
special moments were carefully scripted to allow for smooth transitions and we still had more
than 2 hours to cut loose and party. His dance sets were infectious, his mixing talent impressive,
and his skill at reading the crowd was spot on. He never once showboated, yelled silly things on
the microphone, or stole the spotlight.
Our whole reception was about US and having Fred there made it so much more special. He's a
first class act worth his fee (and his weight in gold).
Category: Entertainer

James
1 Review
08/28/2014
5.0
Fred did an excellent job as the Master of Ceremony/DJ at our wedding. He stuck to the music
we wanted, and moved at the pace we wanted. The biggest thing for me though was his ability
and willingness to role with anything that came up. At the last minute we found out that the
microphone from the venue wasn't working. Before I even had a chance to get upset Fred said it
was no problem and had his own mic set up. His skills and knowledge make him a great choice
for just about any event, and his experience gives him an understanding of more than just the
music. He's a friendly and helpful person and I'm glad we chose him to be our DJ.
Category: DJ

Private User
4 Reviews
2+ years ago
5.0
DJ Fred was more than our master of entertaining for our wedding, he was there with advice and
guidance throughout the entire planning process. Fred made a special dance with my dad
possible by mixing a list of songs I sent him and making smooth transitions between each, the
dance was a hit and wouldn't have been possible without Fred's work. The day after the wedding
Fred sent amazing pics and videos of our wedding which are so special to us. Many of our guests

asked where we found our DJ and the dance floor was full all night! We had the best wedding
with the help of DJ Fred.
Category: DJ

Michael
1 Review
06/07/2014
5.0
I've know Fred since high school when we lived in South western Pennsylvania. When my wife
and I decided to have a beach wedding in Cape May, NJ it was one of the best decision we could
have made. Fred truly made our day perfect with his assistance and guidance. He brought to the
table timing, humor, class and true friendship. Thanks for everything.
Category: DJ

Jim
1 Review
05/10/2014
5.0
From the first moment we began working with Fred, he made it clear that he worked for us
(more specifically the bride).
I contacted Fred after coming across his many positive reviews on Wedding Wire and I am very
glad I did. He called me back quickly while he was in the car traveling to a wedding he was
going to DJ and we talked for a bit about music, my wife and I, and his background. We set up
an appointment so that the three of us can sit down and get to know each other better.
Fred came to our apartment in West Philadelphia and we talked for over an hour. It was very
clear that he is a professional and his years of experience show. He got a feel for what type of
music we like, the age ranges and types of guests who will be in attendance, the venue, and our
expectations. We did not feel pressured to make a decision by him at all and in fact he told us to
speak to other DJ's. We did just that and the other DJ's we spoke with did not provide us with the
same level of comfort and confidence that Fred did.

After we booked with Fred he provided us with his list of his most requested songs broken down
by tempo and event (bouquet toss/cake cutting etc). We gave him some songs that were
meaningful to us and we gave him some songs that we did not want played. He respected our
choices and used our song list to create a wonderful mix of music for our reception. Our guests
ranged from young North-easterners to a southern grandmother and universally the music
choices were met with rave reviews by our guests.
My wife's brother played the music for our ceremony. Fred helped provide him a microphone
and speaker and was at the venue well before his scheduled start time. Fred made his prices very
clear and we knew exactly how much we were paying and which specific services we were
getting. He is very communicative and any questions and concerns we had he helped address in a
very timely manner. I would not hesitate to recommend Fred to anyone looking for a DJ for their
wedding.
Category: DJ

Private User
5 Reviews
04/26/2014
5.0
Fred is extremely professional, responsive and clearly enjoys being a wedding DJ. His passion
for his job comes through in how he interacts with his clients. I never had any concerns that Fred
would not be the utmost professional and deliver excellent service. Fred came recommended to
me from a friend (who is also an amateur wedding planner) and had seen Fred do an excellent
job at a few weddings. One of my friends used him for her wedding too (on my
recommendation). From start to finish Fred was responsive and cooperative in making sure
everything went as planned. He made a point of meeting with me in person - even came to our
house - when we first were looking to hire him. He also had a lengthy conversation with me
about 2 months before the wedding when I was trying to figure out the timing for our wedding.
He really is the "expert" wedding DJ and someone you can feel confident will deliver a quality
service & knows what he's doing as a wedding DJ.
Category: DJ

Pamela
6 Reviews
12/28/2013

5.0
DJ Fred surpassed all of our expectations! He was very professional throughout the entire
process. When we initially contacted Fred, he got back to us right away. We were living in
Guatemala and planning for a wedding in Philadelphia. He gave us all sorts of options for getting
in touch with him whenever we had questions. He even Skyped with us when we were in
Guatemala! We hired Fred for his DJ services and for his lighting package. We could not have
picked a better DJ. He played the perfect type of songs for everything from the cocktail hour,
during dinner time, and the dancing! He had people on the dance floor from the moment dinner
was finished until the very end of the night. He even had the people in line for the photo booth
dancing! He played the perfect combination of music for the guests at my wedding. He took care
of everything throughout the entire night. He even checked in with us a couple of times
throughout the night very briefly to make sure we had everything that we needed. As for the
lighting package, I was a little hesitant at first because I was not sure if we wanted a lighting
package, but I am glad that we went with it. I was not sure what I was getting myself into, but I
am so happy that we got the lighting package. The lights completely transformed the room into a
more elegant space, and I would highly recommend the lighting package! My husband is really
into premium sound systems. Fred had a sound system that was absolutely superb for the dance
floor area. It was very pleasant and perfectly balanced as if it were a recording studio that had
capabilities of higher volumes without any distortions. My husband claims to have seen many
systems and at first glance he was concerned at the small and sleek size of the system Fred had
set up. But, with great technology comes a new wave of electronic systems. that has the quality
of another level with half the size.
Category: DJ, Lighting & Decor

Laura
3 Reviews
11/16/2013
5.0
DJ Fred truly is the epitome of sophistication and class. He is extremely professional, more so
than anyone I have come across in any profession. Fred is very thorough and has thought out
every aspect of the DJ experience from the optimal placement of the speakers in the room to the
perfection of smooth transitions between songs.
Before we hired Fred, we already knew that he was the person to choose. We were at a friend's
wedding and did not stop dancing the entire time. On our first meeting, Fred came to our home,
explained his philosophy and took the time to determine our vision for our wedding. The most
important aspects of the wedding in my mind were music, photography and food. I placed a great
deal of importance in finding the right DJ.

All of our guests raved about the wedding. The music kept the dance floor full the entire night.
No one could believe that it was time to go when the last song came on. We were all having such
a fabulous time, we didn't realize how long we had been out there.
DJ Fred does not use or need any gimmicks- no shouting to the crowd, no inflatable guitars, etc.
The music speaks for itself and keeps everyone moving. Guests of all ages had an enjoyable time
as there was music that appealed to everyone.
Fred is prompt and professional in all interactions via phone or email. He will make sure that
wedding turns out exactly as you hope. He will ensure that the pronunciation of all your wedding
party's names is accurate, go through the flow of the ceremony and reception with you, plan the
must have and don't play lists and cover every last detail.
You won't be disappointed in choosing Fred. He is amazing!Thanks again for a wonderful time.
Category: DJ

Marsha
1 Review
11/10/2013
5.0
Peferct match for our event! Fredrick was on time, prfesional and made my family feel excitef
and young again (not easy with a 98 year old father).
Category: DJ

Ashley
1 Review
10/12/2013
5.0
DJ Fred was perfect for us, though I really get the feeling he'd be perfect for anyone. He really
takes the time to know his clients - not only through the "Love Story," but also our taste in
music. We wanted great entertainment with none of the cheese, and we got that! He was also
very accommodating. Not only did he make sure to play a list of songs we specifically asked for,
but we also had asked our guests to list their song requests on their RSVPs. We asked Fred to

incorporate some of those songs when he felt the time was right. This led to lots of people
dancing and a happy bride and groom! We had friends who told us they went to 7 weddings last
year, and we had the best music by far! As a bride, who doesn't love to hear that!? I wish I could
take all the credit, but most of it goes to Mr. Hart!
Category: DJ

L.
1 Review
09/14/2013
5.0
If you need a DJ who has it all then Mr. Frederick Hart is your man. He has a voice that
commands attention and sounds professional from the beginning to the end of the evening. He
dresses with style and class. He has professional level music equipment and lighting and knows
how to make your event sound and look like it should. He is all about the Bride and Groom and
doing what they prefer. Mr. Hart is a true blue professional, and worth your time to look into for
your wedding and reception.
Category: DJ

Aldrich
3 Reviews
09/14/2013
4.8
Mr Hart was an excellent DJ who knew how to perfectly lead the ceremony on time and play the
appropriate music and the right time. He even made sure there was not too much dead time and
filled the night with the right form of entertainment. Once people got on the dance floor, he knew
exactly what to do to keep everyone hopping. It certainly was a pleasure to work with Mr Hart
for our wedding.
Category: DJ

Lorin
5 Reviews
09/13/2013
5.0
Fred was an awesome MC for our event. We had a very intimate beach wedding and reception at
The Reeds at Shelter Haven in Stone Harbor, NJ. Fred met with me prior to the event to really
understand what we wanted in terms of the atmosphere. We wanted intimate, low key. What we
did not want was loud and obnoxious, and Fred was a class act. He committed to us that he
would be the best, and he was. He has great customer service, and really tends to the bride.
Thank you Fred. We really appreciated your service and the many photos you took and sent to us
as a bonus! Lorin
Category: DJ

Pete
1 Review
07/28/2013
5.0
I first contacted Fred to help us with our weeding and imagine my surprise when he showed up
in a pair of wingtips and a bunch of sound equipment. "How is this going to help with the
crabgrass ?" I thought. It was then I realized Fred was a wedding DJ, not a weeding DJ. Seeing
as how he made the trip, survived the Schuylkill (and it was raining out anyway) we decided to
blow off the milkweed put him to good use and get married.
The only complaint was from my mother who thought the music was too loud. Of course, Mom
is 87. Crickets are too loud for her. Oh, and stay off of her lawn too.
Overall, it was a good time and Fred did an excellent job. He was punctual, professional and
reasonably priced. If you're planning an event, you won't be sorry if you hire him. But if you're
planning on some gardening, well..........
Category: DJ

